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Abstract 

 
The scale of video data is growing exponentially. In addition to huge growth in consumer video 
captured by mobile devices, surveillance cameras are becoming larger, more numerous and 
ubiquitous. Extracting the most interesting, salient content from all of these video types is of 
increasing importance as the data volume grows. At Kitware we have developed methods for 
detecting events, actions, complex activities and anomalies in various video domains. In 
surveillance video, we have focused on large-scale problems posed by aerial and ground video, 
including city-scale wide-area aerial video showing hundreds or thousands of simultaneous movers. 
We detect events, anomalies and complex activities efficiently in such video by detecting and 
tracking all movers, then characterizing their behavior using event-independent descriptors. 
Efficient inference is achieved through layered, approximate evaluation as model complexity 
increases. In addition, we recognize functional scene elements such as parking spots by analyzing 
behavior within and around them. In consumer video, we recognize complex events such as 
weddings through the fusion of semantic descriptors such as ObjectBank with low-level features. 
The talk will provide an overview of these methods, including how they are related across disparate 
video domains. 
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